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The development of efficient renewable energy systems is of significant importance in the
context of mitigating global warming effects. Our paper addresses the short-term prediction of
solar irradiance based on specialized meteorological measurements which represents a subtask
from EGC Challenge 2018. The goal is to forecast solar irradiance over Réunion Island using
data collected between 2014 and 2015, at fifteen stations, equipped with precision solar radi-
ation measurement instruments and additional meteorological sensors. Such a prediction task
can be approached via classical time series analysis models which are based on short-term de-
pendencies such as auto-regressive predictors: AR, ARX, ARMAX. Following this approach,
Di Piazza et al. (2016) performs an hourly solar irradiation forecast from 8 up to 24 hours in the
future. In contrast, Yadav et al. (2013) compares two network architectures, Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), on the task of predicting daily, monthly
and hourly irradiance values. Qing and Niu (2018) concluded that LSTM is more accurate
than a multilayer feed-forward neural network. Herein, we focus on deep learning prediction
methods, in particular RNN (LeCun et al., 2015) with memory cells such as Long Short-term
Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU).

Solar irradiance prediction. The dataset is composed of diffused global irradiance (FG),
direct irradiance (FD) and meteorological data: atmospheric air pressure, relative humidity,
external temperature and wind speed and direction. Formally, we can describe this task as fol-
lows: given previous sensor readouts yt,yt−1 . . .yt−m+1 where yt−m+1 indicates all mea-
surements at m time steps in the past from the current time t, we predict the irradiance value
xt+k with k being the future time step of interest. The daily solar irradiance, denoted as
kb =

FD
FG , is defined as the ratio between the direct solar irradiance and the global solar irradi-

ance. We pre-process the dataset to remove entire days when dealing with too many missing
data. Next, we compute the predicted variable kb and normalize the dataset to [0, 1] range. Our
objective is to predict the solar irradiance one hour in the future, k = 60.

Architecture. The input layer consists of LSTM and GRU cells which take in the past m
measurements. We experimented with different numbers of time steps m ∈ {5, 10, 15, 30} as
well as different sizes for the layer. The final reported result uses a layer of size 150 and the
input data that merges m = 30 previous time steps. Regardless of the type of cells used in
the input layer the hidden layer is an LSTM layer of size 70 with tanh activation. The final
layer is a fully connected layer also with tanh activation. For the first architecture we consider
a single valued expected output with the goal of predicting xt+k where k represents the future
time step of interest and t is the current time step. The second model uses multiple valued
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